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Site vis it at las t year's  Arts  and Crafts  conference

 
By MICKEY ALAM KHAN

Initiatives in Art and Culture will host the 20  anniversary Conference on the Arts and Crafts Movement with a focus
on New York and its environs.

To be held in New York, the city where the prestigious event was founded in 1999, the Sept. 20-23 conference will
cover a multitude of topics related to the Arts and Crafts movement, with luminaries from the field expounding on
themes that resonate currently as much as they did more than a century ago. Site visits to historic homes and
museums will embellish the agenda.

"The Arts and Crafts movement is dynamic, continually evolving while staying true to its conceptual underpinnings,"
said Lisa Koenigsberg, founder/president of Initiatives in Art and Culture, New York.

"Speakers will also address the vitality and duality the past being alive in the present that exemplifies this movement,
which is ongoing, living and dynamic," she said.

In this detailed interview, Ms. Koenigsberg digs deep into the longevity of the conference, the bones and relevance
of the Arts and Crafts movement, how New York inspired architects and designers, the speaker lineup and the
various site visits that bring the theme to life. Please read on:

The 20th Annual Arts and Crafts Conference focuses on New York and its vicinity. Why?

Each year IAC's conference goes to a different city and we examine the culture of the period from a fresh
perspective.

The Arts and Crafts conference was born in New York City in 1999 and many felt strongly that we return for this
milestone anniversary.

One of the heretofore unexamined approaches is to see New York as a major international hub in the forefront of the
movement because of education (Pratt), exhibition (both museum and retail), creation and fabrication and
patronage.
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A special emphasis on glass is particularly appropriate since New York has been referred to as the birthplace for
American stained glass.

How enduring and influencing has the Arts and Crafts movement become? Who were its biggest practitioners,
proponents and patrons?

The influence is enduring and powerful, and given the stature of the makers, that would be a difficult assertion to
challenge.

At the same time, in considering the Arts and Crafts movement it must be remembered that the movement drew upon
a spectrum of styles.

Importantly, it should be remembered that it is  not the particularity of a style that defines the Arts and Crafts
movement but rather its ethos, principles and ideals.

What made New York a fertile environment for this movement?

New York was, and is, a major international metropolis with a lively intellectual milieu and a market for art and
finely made beautiful things.

Additionally, the city welcomed so many people from other parts of the United Sates while serving as a refuge for
individuals prominent and otherwise who came to New York from abroad.

Such a diverse gathering home to individuals of varied backgrounds, means, philosophies, and beliefs was an ideal
incubator for a movement that was aesthetic and at the same time sociological / philosophical.

What is it that the conference is trying to achieve?

The conference looks at the Arts and Crafts movement in New York City and environs.

This year's consideration is broken down into four themes and places a particular emphasis on glass, one that
reflects the role the city played with regard to the birth and efflorescence of stained glass in America.

Regarding education, we consider the role of Pratt Institute (founded in 1887) at which Arthur Wesley Dow, a
seminal figure in the movement, taught from 1896 to 1903. During those years, he also authored Composition, a
series of exercises in art and structure for the use of students and teachers (1899).

Regarding patronage, we consider Helen Gould, daughter of railroad tycoon Jay Gould. She made possible
Stanford White and Louis Comfort T iffany's collaboration on the Gould Memorial Library, as well as Louis
Comfort T iffany's creation of the Tiffany Reading Room in Irvington, NY. During her family's tenure at
Lyndhurst in Tarrytown, NY, Gould also added to the Tiffany windows installed by her father. Closely related to
patronage is the subject of acquisition, and we look at the market for and the collecting of American Pictorial
Photography.

Regarding exhibition, we look at museums and at their collecting practices, notably those of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and its collecting of art pottery. We also consider display in retail, examining Gustaf Stickely's
craftsman building and Joseph Urban's U.S. outpost of the Wiener Werkstatte.

With regard to creation, we explore Pictorialist photography and stained glass, both important expressions of
the movement that had roots in New York.

Twenty years for a conference series is long. What is the secret to the Art and Crafts Conference's appeal?
A set of living ideals and precepts defines the Arts and Crafts movement, a community. These resonate with those
who are drawn to the work and teachings of the movement.

The Arts and Crafts movement is defined by an ethos, principles and ideals, among them creativity, complexity,
craft, community and contradiction.

In coming together, attendees affirm their membership in what might be termed an ongoing living community that
continues to explore and champion values which link each of us to others.
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Sess ion in progress  at las t year's  Arts  and Crafts  Conference

How did you craft the sessions?

As always, IAC sought important voices deeply involved in and contributing to the field, ranging from scholars and
curators, to architects, to stained glass conservators.

We then crafted a series of site and collections visits that were synergistic with and exemplified the themes
articulated above.

Whenever we are offered a unique opportunity such as a visit to the Mayer-Loeb House or the Gould Memorial
Library, we will go to great lengths to include it in the program, as we will to ensure that an authentic voice
representing a distinct point of view participates in the conversation.

What about the speakers what will they say that attendees will not be able to hear elsewhere, at least in one place?

Hearing such a distinguished group of speakers elaborate on the vital nexus New York and environs were and are
for the creation of the movement is an utterly unique opportunity, as is the chance to explore sites and collections
that provide the basis for the conclusions drawn.

The Arts and Crafts movement is dynamic, continually evolving while staying true to its conceptual underpinnings.

Speakers will also address the vitality and duality the past being alive in the present that exemplifies this movement,
which is ongoing, living and dynamic.

The pit stops on the conference agenda are illustrious examples of the Arts and Crafts movement. Why the choice of
those institutions and buildings?

In major cities that are the hub of any movement there is a plethora of sites that can be visited. Curating those
possibilities is always challenging.

Repositories of great collections such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, with leading curatorial individuals, are a
must.

Additionally, sites such as the National Arts Club both embody, in architecture and decoration, and play a major role
in the Arts and Crafts movement with important early exhibitions having being held there, with artists such as Marie
Zimmermann having had studios at the club and movement leaders such as Arthur Wesley Dow having served as
officers of the organization.

Other sites can be seen as linked to one another, and those connections warrant the exploration.

The Tiffany Reading Room, Lyndhurst and Gould Memorial all share a patron and evidence of that patron's taste is
manifest in each place.

The work of Stanford White, a prominent New York City architect often commissioned, is evident in at least two sites
that we visit, with each having been commissioned by a culturally significant figure in White's milieu and New York's
cultural life.

Additionally, given our emphasis in glass, Union Church in Pocantico Hills is  simply a showstopper we would move
heaven and earth to make it possible.



 

Founder Lisa Koenigsberg flanked by speakers  at las t year's  Arts  and Crafts  Conference

Is  the Arts and Crafts movement still relevant?

Absolutely. In fact, arguably, it is  more relevant than it has been in some time.

For example, a major cultural conversation must be had about societal and cultural support for extraordinary talents
working at the highest levels of artistry.

The challenge such visionaries face in competing against anonymous and powerful brands that can gain greater
market share and attention resonated with the efforts made by small entities and individuals to purvey their work on
what might be termed "an equal playing field."

Are we able to create the equivalent of another Arts and Crafts movement this century?

Yes, we are able to do so.

At the same time, one might put forth that there has been an ongoing and living spirit of the Arts and Crafts
movement that is evident in the work of great makers such as Sam Maloof or George Nakashima, or Harlan Butt.

[Similarly], individual makers or collectives that produce work in keeping with the Arts and Crafts precepts face
certain pressures when their work is juxtaposed with more anonymously produced and arguably characterless
goods.

Please click here to register for the 20  anniversary Conference on the Arts and Crafts Movement in New York Sept.
20-23

Please click here for the conference brochure
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